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Abstract

Blood–brain barrier endothelial cells are characterized by the presence of tight intercellular junctions, the absence of fenestrations, and
a paucity of pinocytotic vesicles. The in vitro study of the BBB has progressed rapidly over the past several years as new cell culture
techniques and improved technologies to monitor BBB function became available. Studies carried out on viable in vitro models are set to
accelerate the design of drugs that selectively and aggressively can target the CNS. Several systems in vitro attempt to reproduce the
physical and biochemical behavior of intact BBB, but most fail to reproduce the three-dimensional nature of the in vivo barrier and do not
allow concomitant exposure of endothelial cells to abluminal (glia) and lumenal (flow) influences. For this purpose, we have developed a
new dynamic in vitro BBB model (NDIV-BBB) designed to allow for extensive pharmacological, morphological and physiological
studies. Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC) developed robust growth and differentiation when co-cultured alone. In the presence of
glial cells, BAEC developed elevated Trans-Endothelial Electrical Resistance (TEER). Excision of individual capillaries proportionally
decreased TEER; the remaining bundles were populated with healthy cells. Flow played an essential role in EC differentiation by
decreasing cell division. In conclusion, this new dynamic model of the BBB allows for longitudinal studies of the effects of flow and
co-culture in a controlled and fully recyclable environment that also permits visual inspection of the abluminal compartment and
manipulation of individual capillaries.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction that at least two key factors must be present in order for
endothelial cells of either central or peripheral origin to

The blood–brain barrier (BBB) maintains the homeosta- express a barrier phenotype in vitro, which distinguish
sis of the brain microenvironment, which is crucial for them from their peripheral counterparts: intraluminal shear
neuronal activity and function. Brain microvascular endo- stress and abluminal cellular differentiation factors
thelial cells (EC) that constitute the blood–brain barrier are [22,25,32,37,17,16]. The exposure of the apical membrane
responsible for the transport of metabolites, precursors and to shear stress is vital to promote growth inhibition and
nutrients from the blood to the brain. It is well known now differentiation of endothelial cells and it also serves to

induce metabolic changes which limit the oxygen and
substrate consumption of such cells and allow for traffick-
ing of metabolic fuels to the brain [16,7,31]. The second*Corresponding author. Tel.:11-216-445-0561; fax:11-216-444-
vital factor for blood–brain barrier formation by endotheli-1466.
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‘permissive’ or ‘promoting’ factors presumably secreted by most of the features of the blood–brain barrier relevant to
astrocytes (e.g.a-2-macroglobulin; [13]). our studies [37,38,30,39].

The goal of any in vitro study of blood–brain barrier
physiology or biology is to reproduce as many aspects as
possible of the in vivo endothelial cells: expression of tight

2 . Methods
junctions between endothelial cells and the negligible
permeation to sucrose or electric current flow [33]; selec-

2 .1. Hollow fiber apparatus
tive and asymmetric permeability to physiologically rel-

1 1evant ions, such as Na and K [12,38]; selective per-
Bovine Aortic Endothelial Cells (BAEC) were obtained

meability to molecules, based on their oil /water partition
from Dr Sage’s laboratory at the University of Washington

coefficient and molecular weight [2]; functional expression
and grown in the astrocyte medium described below. C6 (a

of mechanism of active extrusion (e.g. multi-drug resist-
rat glial tumor line) was purchased from ATCC (Rockville,

ance proteins [35]) or active transport (e.g. GLUT1
MD, USA) and grown under the same conditions. Cells

[25,41]).
were co-cultured using hollow fiber tubes (the ‘capillary

A first attempt to achieve this result came from the use
vessels’) inside a sealed chamber (the ‘extraluminal

of bi-dimensional co-culture models [4,10,18]. Various
space’) accessible by ports. The cartridge/hollow fiber

levels of success have been achieved by use of these
culturing system consists of a rectangular polycarbonate

models, including relatively high TEER (Trans-Endothelial
hollow chamber enclosed by a permanent glass bottom and

Electrical Resistance), expression of P-glycoprotein (PgP),
a removable polished acrylic top; a silicon gasket between

etc. Recent molecular evidence suggesting that cerebral
the housing and the top cover provide a watertight

blood flow may have a unique differentiating effect on
extracapillary space. A replaceable bundle of 12 micro-

endothelial cells [11,9,19] has prompted the development
porous polypropylene hollow fibers coated with

of new, flow-based co-culture systems [25,7,38,30,36,27].
ProNectin� F (Protein Polymer Technologies, Inc.) is

We developed an in vitro model of the BBB characterized
suspended in each adapter using medical grade epoxy

by a three-dimensional, hollow fiber structure that enables
adhesive (Epo-Tek 301) and is in continuity with gas

co-culturing of EC with glia with endothelial cells exposed
permeable tubing to a reservoir of growth medium allow-

to shear stress [25,7,38,18,30,36,27,29].
ing exchange of O and CO . A servo-controlled variable-2 2In the hollow fiber apparatus, endothelial cells develop a
speed pulsatile pump generates flow from the medium

morphology that closely resembles the endothelial pheno-
source through the capillary bundle allowing diffusion of

type in situ [27] demonstrating that endothelial cells grown
nutrients out to the extra luminal space (ECS) through the

with flow develop greater differentiation than after conven-
0.64 mM trans-capillary pores at a controllable rate and

tional culture. More recently, we reported the induction of
metabolic products are similarly removed from the car-

BBB properties in endothelial cells grown in hollow fibers
tridge. The pumping mechanism is capable of generating

in the presence of extraluminally seeded glia; this induc-
flow levels of 1–50 ml /min. The entire apparatus resided

tion of a BBB-specific phenotype included low permeabili-
in a water-jacketed incubator with 5% CO and could be2ty to intraluminal potassium, negligible extravasation of
sterilely sampled by moving it inside a laminar flow hood.

proteins, and the expression of a glucose transporter. In
BAEC (passage 6) were seeded intraluminally and

addition, culturing of EC with glia affected the overall
TEER was monitored for several days before C6 (passage

morphology of the cells and induced the expression of
7) were introduced into the ECS surrounding the capil-

BBB-specific ion channels [25,37,23].
laries. The equipment used is described elsewhere [38]. EC

The aim of the present work was to address some of the 2were grown to confluence in 75 cm flasks, removed with
weaknesses of existing three-dimensional tissue culture

trypsin and resuspended in DMEM containing 10% Fetal
apparati and develop a new generation of dynamic in vitro

Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% PSF (Pentomycin–Strep-
culture systems based on the initial design pioneered by

tomicin–Fungizone) in culture medium. Amounts seeded
Ballermann, Janigro and colleagues 6 6ranged from 1.5310 to 2310 for each loading. Flow rate
[22,17,16,7,38,18,36,27,21,34,39,40]. In particular, we

was initially adjusted to 2 ml /min then increased to 4
wanted to: (1) Allow easy visualization of living cells; (2)

ml /min according to the experimental requirements.
Allow re-utilization of the device for many successful
uses; (3) Modify the three-dimensional properties of the
system to allow simultaneous modular co-culture of many 2 .2. Cell metabolism: production of lactate and
easily accessible tissue culture apparati; (4) Allow for consumption of glucose
experimental manipulations of the number of hollow fibers
used during individual experiments; and (5) Create a In conjunction with TEER monitoring, as EC cells are
system to closely mimic the hemodynamic conditions not microscopically visible inside the luminal portion of
present in pre- and post-capillaries in vivo. We used a cell the cartridge, indicators of cell metabolism were used to
combination (C6 glioma and bovine aortic endothelial monitor cell expansion. Depletion of the main carbohy-
cells, BAEC) that has been previously shown to replicate drate component of the growth medium (glucose) and
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accumulation of metabolically produced lactic acid are extends and retracts four separate sets of stainless steel
used as indicators of cell growth [22,25,38,39]. For this pins in a piston-like fashion. The pins were positioned to
purpose luminal and extracapillary space were sampled at compress a sturdy portion of the flow path in a rhythmical
daily intervals. The calculations for glucose consumption fashion to generate pulsatile flow. One-way valves
(mg/day) and lactate production rates (mg/day) are based positioned on either side of the ‘pump’ ensure unidirec-
on medium replacement, volume of non-replaced medium tional flow. Through the use of different pin lengths and
and previous values. Glucose consumption rate (mg/day) pump speed settings, the pumping mechanism is capable of
was calculated based on the concentration of glucose in generating flow levels of 1–50 ml /min. An invasive
fresh and unreplaced medium in the system, according to medical blood pressure monitoring device was used to
the following equation: measure and record the waveform generated by the pul-

satile flow. A pressure sensor was attached to thein-
(V 3G )1 (V 3G )2 (V 3G )n n o p total c traluminal sampling port (ILS port) positioned at pre- and]]]]]]]]]] (1)T 2 Tc p post-capillary level. After a fixed period of time of 2 min

necessary to stabilize the pressure fluctuation, the pulsatilewhereV represents added volumes of medium (ml),G is
flow patterns were measured and recorded for 6 s.the glucose concentration (mg/dl),T is time of sampling

(in fractions of days; c and p indicate the immediate and
2 .5. Materials used for hollow fibersprevious samples, respectively), n represents fresh medium

added after previous sampling, while o represents old,
Hollow fibers were purchased from Membrana (Ger-unreplaced medium. Lactate production rate (mg/day) was

many). The fiber wall itself was 200645mm and the innercalculated similarly:
diameter of each fiber 600690 mm giving a total diameter
of each fiber of 1 mm. Twelve hollow fibers per model are(V 3 L )2 (V 3 L )1 (V 3 L )t c n n u p

]]]]]]]]] (2) usually employed and once secured, they are cut to aT 2 Tc p
length of 8.6 cm. The functional length of the fiber bundle,

where L refers to the concentration of lactic acid in i.e. the length exposed to extraluminal influences, was 4.2
mg/ml. A dual-channel immobilized oxidase enzyme cm. The fibers themselves are porous with a maximum
biochemistry (YSI 2300 STAT plus glucose and lactate pore size of 0.64mm, as calculated by the bubble point
analyzer, YSI Inc., Yellow Springs, OH, USA) was used to technique and the retention of the bacteriumP. diminuta.
measure lactate and glucose in the cell culture medium. The single fiber total volume is 0.024 ml giving a total

luminal volume of 0.288 ml. The calculated luminal
22 .3. Hollow fiber morphology surface area of a single fiber 8.6 cm in length is 1.621 cm

2with a resultant 19.452 cm luminal surface area for
Under sterile conditions, the cartridge was removed endothelial cell seeding. The functional external surface

2from the pump apparatus, the stop cocks closed, and thearea of a single fiber is 1.319 cm , which amounts to
2top cover removed. With the use of a sterile dissecting 15.828 cm available for astrocyte interaction with

forceps with a very fine point and ultra fine scissors, two luminally-seeded endothelial cells. Properties were pro-
capillaries were explanted from the hollow fiber bundle in vided by the manufacturer.
the cartridge and the terminal stubs of these capillaries Polypropylene in and of itself is a poor substrate for
were surgically saturated with the use of a polypropylene cellular attachment and thus requires application of a
suture monofilament (Prolene 8557H from ETHICON). suitable matrix molecule prior to using it for successful
Capillaries taken from the cartridges were placed in 10% cell culture. We have used the whole fibronectin molecule
formalin overnight and then placed into a 30% sucrose available from Sigma for coating of the fiber surfaces prior
solution. Capillaries were embedded with O.C.T. com- to cell inoculation. We used a final concentration of 30
pound (Tissue-Tek 4583) and cut with a cryostat at 20mM mg/ml of fibronectin diluted in 1.5 ml of PBS in order to
thickness. The capillaries were then mounted onto slidesprecoat the fiber surface. Once the fibers are secured in the
with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector hollow chamber, the entire unit is sterilized with ethylene
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) and visualized with oxide, the fibers were then flushed with ethanol, rinsed,
fluorescent microscopy. Other samples were processed forand then coated with the sterile matrix preparation prior to
cresyl violet staining. use in experiments.

2 .4. Pressure analysis
3 . Results

A variable-speed pulsatile pump generates flow from the
For the experiments presented here, a total of 15 NDIV-medium source through the capillary bundle and back to

BBB were assembled and used. The new DIV-BBB modelthe main reservoir (for details see vendor’s site athttp: /
consists of an acrylic hollow chamber enclosed by a/www.spectrapor.com/cell / index.html). The pump ap-
permanent Plexiglas bottom and a removable polished top.paratus consists of a central eccentric camshaft that

http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
http://www.spectrapor.com/cell/index.html
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Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the traditional DIV-BBB using the DIV-BBB. This limitation has been overcome
model with the new in vitro model of the blood–brain with the new design, where positioning of the NDIV-BBB
barrier. Fig. 1A depicts the schematics of the apparatus. on a microscope stage is possible. Fig. 4D shows the
Both the DIV-BBB and the NDIV-BBB are intra-luminally appearance of living cells (C6) growing on the bottom of
perfused as indicated inyellow, while oxygenation and the apparatus, while Fig. 4E depicts the appearance of
CO exchange are granted by a pump mechanism. The individual cells attached to the exterior of a hollow fiber.2

pumping frequency, pulsatility, and velocity can be reg- Monitoring of cell metabolism is an essential step in
ulated electronically. Fig. 1B,C shows a diagrammatic assessing the quality of dynamically grown endothelial
comparison between the two models. Note that the old cells or glia [25,37,38,30]. Fig. 5A shows early changes in
DIV-BBB model is circular /pentagonal, making it difficult glucose consumption (open squares) lactate production
to accommodate this capillary /Plexiglas encasement on (filled symbols) in bovine aortic endothelial cells grown in
flat surfaces such as the stage of a microscope. The design isolation or co-cultured with C6 glioma cells. Note the
of the new DIV-BBB (C) is intentionally flat. Both the early peak in glucose consumption by BAEC shortly after
bottom and top of the cartridge can be laid on even culturing. The asterisks indicate statistically significant
surfaces permitting both positioning on a microscope stage changes from previous measurement (P,0.05 by
as well as the stacking of many cartridges atop each other. ANOVA). Addition of glial cells to the extraluminal
In both figures, the dark bundles represent hollow fibers. compartment caused a robust increase in glucose consump-

One of the important differences between the old DIV- tion paralleled by analogous change in lactate production.
BBB model and the new design consists of the fact that the In contrast to the prior design, the NDIV-BBB allows also
NDIV-BBB can be assembled by the experimenter and that for visualization of extracapillary growth (see below).
its own components can be recycled providing the appro- Parallel to metabolic changes, endothelial cells exposed
priate sterilization steps are taken. Thus, in the NDIV- to flow and glia developed functional specializations
BBB, all the assembly components can be easily disassem- typical of blood–brain barrier endothelial cells (Fig. 5B).
bled, including the hollow fibers, and seeded with cells, Thus, trans-endothelial electrical resistance increased
used for extensive periods of time, and then recycled by dramatically after addition of glia to the abluminal com-
removing old fibers and replacing them with fresh hollow partment. BAEC alone developed a negligible increase in
fibers. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In contrast, the TEER during the time in culture. The resistance shown at
commercial DIV-BBB is available only as a pre-glued and t50 is the background resistance of the NDIV-BBB
assembled unit. The assembly process of one of the sub- apparatus.
culture cartridges is depicted in Fig. 2. Fig. 2A shows the
individual components that are needed for tight assembly
of the cartridge. A detailed description of the material 3 .2. Additional novel features in the NDIV-BBB
constituting the hollow fibers is available in the Methods
section. Fig. 2B shows the assembly diagram of the hollow Biological events are characterized by a phenomenon-
fibers, the acrylic covering and silicon gasket. specific time course that helps unveil underlying mecha-

nisms. Similarly, pathological events occur on widely
3 .1. Morphological and functional properties of the different time scales, ranging from minutes to years.
NDIV-BBB Unfortunately, many experimental conditions only allow

for single time point evaluations. Thus, time-course in-
Visualization of intraluminally grown endothelial cells vestigations often require numerous parallel experiments.

was achieved after fixation of individual capillaries as This was particularly true for the old dynamic model of the
previously described [25,37,38,30,39]. To improve adhe- BBB, owing to its impenetrable nature and intrinsic design.
sion of endothelial cells to their substrate, we slightly To overcome this, a ‘cranial window’ was prearranged in
modified the procedure used to inoculate the cells. Thus, the design of the NDIV-BBB (e.g. Figs. 2 and 3) to allow
instead of exposure of the cells to flow 2 h after seeding, for sequential removal of individual capillaries while
we decided to ‘bypass’ the intraluminal perfusion pathway leaving the remaining ones intact. The morphological
and expose the cells to abluminal flow (to grant oxygen- results presented in Fig. 4 were obtained on capillaries
ation and nutrient delivery) for 1 day, prior to establishing isolated during this procedure.
intraluminal perfusion. While healthy growth of endothelial The viability of the remaining fibers was assessed by
cells was achieved in both cases, we noted that serial measurements of trans-endothelial resistance as
multilayered piling of endothelial cells occurred in cells shown in Fig. 6. Note that when the procedure was
exposed to no flow for 24 h (compare Fig. 3A and 3C). performed under sterile conditions and after suturing of the
When immediate exposure to flow was performed, mono- endings of the vessels that were removed, the TEER
layer growth and differentiation of endothelial cells was changed only slightly, demonstrating the functional surviv-
obtained, as previously described [25,37–39]. al of the remaining cells. A pictorial illustration of this

Visualization of abluminal glia was not possible when procedure is shown in Fig. 6B.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the hollow fiber cartridge system and main differences between the DIV-BBB and the NDIV-BBB. A replaceable
bundle of porous polypropylene hollow fibers is suspended in the chamber and is in continuity with a medium source through a flow path consisting of
gas-permeable silicon tubing. A servo-controlled variable-speed pulsatile pump generates flow from the medium source through the capillary bundleand
back. Note that (A) the assembly of the cartridge within a circulatory pathway to feed both endothelial and abluminally grown cells is identical for the two
models. However, significant differences exist between the DIV-BBB and the NDIV-BBB as shown in longitudinal and cross-sections (B and C). See text
for details.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the assembly process of the NDIV-BBB. See text for details.
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Fig. 3. Assembly properties and recyclable design of the NDIV-BBB.

3 .3. Flow and pressure profiles in the NDIV-BBB the flow pattern consisted of a complex waveform and that
a substantial drop in pressure occurred at the end of the

In previous papers, we and others have described the capillaries as expected in vivo. Details on this procedure
effects of flow on endothelial cell differentiation and comparable experiments carried out on the DIV-BBB
[17,16,7,15,6,8,20,26,42]. It is recognized, however, that (old model) are available elsewhere [16,15].
different flow (shear) patterns influence endothelial cell
physiology. We have thus investigated the profiles of
pressure (pre- and post-hollow fibers) of the pulsatile flow 4 . Discussion
provided by the QuadMax apparatus. The pulsation fre-
quency used was 100 cycles per minute. Note (Fig. 7) that The main goal of the present study was to develop and
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Fig. 4. Cellular growth patterns in hollow fibers. (A, C) Endothelial cells; (B) glia. Pictures were taken after 27 days in culture. Cells were stained with DAPI to visualize cell nuclei. This explains the
gaps between blue stains. Note that endothelial cells grown initially under no flow conditions (A) tended to grow in a multilayered fashion. In contrast, early exposure to flow caused reduction of the
cell number, and monolayer appearance of the endothelial cells (C). (B) Abluminal growth of C6 glioma cells. The insets in (A, C) show the portion of thehollow fibers from which pictures were
taken. Sections had a thickness of 20mm. (D) Appearance of glioma cells growing at the bottom of the NDIV-BBB. Growth of C6 glioma onto hollow fibers is shown in (E).
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Fig. 5. Functional differentiation of hollow fiber-grown endothelial and C6 glioma cells. (A) Metabolism. Note the sharp increase in glucose consumption
after 1 day of endothelial culturing. The asterisks refer to significant increase (P,0.05 by ANOVA) compared to previous value. Also note that the glucose
consumption increased dramatically after addition of C6 cells. (B) TEER Trans-endothelial electrical resistance changes induced by co-culture of
endothelial cells with glia.

characterize an in vitro model of the blood–brain barrier reproduce in cultured cells the high electrical resistance
based on the recapitulation of the physiological properties normally found across BBB endothelial cells in situ.
of brain capillaries. To this end, and in an attempt to Furthermore, cultured brain endothelial cells lose some of
preserve the histological features of in situ microvessels, their specific markers following in vitro culturing [14].
we have co-cultured endothelial cells and glia on a porous One approach used to mimic the growth environment of in
and permeable substrate aimed at mimicking the extracel- vivo brain EC has been the use of glia /endothelial co-
lular matrix. Endothelial cells were also exposed to cultures [4,5,1,3]. Alternatively, investigators have
physiologically relevant and amply modifiable flow pat- attempted to imitate the physiological environment of
terns. Under these conditions, endothelial cells differen- microvascular endothelial cells by exposing the cells to
tiated in a BBB-like phenotype. During this process, the flow [7]. Stanness et al. combined these approaches
model allowed experimentally timed excision of individual [22,25,37,38,18,30,36,39].
fibers that could then be processed for molecular, physio- Our present results confirm that dynamic modeling of
logical, or morphological inspections. At the same time, the BBB is feasible and reproducible. In addition, we have
growth of abluminal glia was monitored by conventional exploited a number of additional properties of the system
microscopic techniques. that may become useful for biomedical studies. In par-

Advances in molecular neurobiology are bringing us ticular, we demonstrated that lack of exposure to flow
closer to the understanding of the etiology of chronic and promotes non-physiological cell cycle propensity in endo-
acute degenerative brain disorders. A predictable result of thelial cells (e.g. Fig. 4). In fact, cells that were not
the increased knowledge and awareness of CNS dysfunc- constantly exposed to shear stress grew in multilayered
tion mechanisms is the development of pharmaceutical fashion, while flow exposed cells did not. These mor-
strategies to treat a wide spectrum of neurological dis- phological findings confirmed molecular data [17] as well
orders. An equally foreseeable scenario is that most of the as data from other laboratories [6,8,20,26,42] suggesting
promising therapeutic approaches will fail the clinical that cell cycle inhibition is an early event triggered by
challenge since most of the CNS drugs effective in vitro shear stress. This is an important finding, since it is known
are effectively excluded by the blood–brain barrier that brain microvessels are characterized by the presence
[28,24]. Thus, it is imperative to develop a reliable model of a single layer of endothelial cells. ‘Piling’ of cells may
of the BBB that allows for inexpensive and mass testing of therefore be a feature of other non-flow based blood–brain
putative CNS therapeutic agents. barrier models, and may perhaps underlie TEER increases

The use of cultured vascular endothelial cells as a model observed under conditions (EC alone) that do not cause
of vascular permeability has been well established and has TEER increases in the DIV-BBB.
yielded significant advancements in the understanding of Given the unquestionably relevance of preserved cere-
microvascular physiology. However, serious limitations bral blood flow for EC functional maintenance, it was
associated with the use of cultured brain endothelial cells important to investigate the parameters of flow/shear stress
have hampered the development of a reliable model of the in our model. Results obtained in the old DIV-BBB [16]
blood–brain barrier. For example, it has been difficult to suggested that the shape of the waveform and the pressure
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2Fig. 6. Longitudinal studies of endothelial cell function in the NDIV-BBB. TEER was monitored as in Fig. 5B. After the system reached a stable TEER value of approximately 500V cm , two
individual capillaries were severed from the cartridge and removed under sterile conditions. The stubs were sutured with a polypropylene suture (Prolene). This is indicated in the picture to the right
(arrows). Note that only slight TEER deterioration was observed after this procedure.
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Fig. 7. Physiologically relevant pressure gradients between pre- and post-capillary segments recorded in the NDIV-BBB. Waveforms of pressure changes in
pre- and post-capillary segments were concomitantly measured. Note that a significant drop in pressure occurred during passage through the capillaries and
that the waveform was also significantly affected. The upper traces refer to measurements taken for 6 s, as indicated by the horizontal bar. Pulse frequency
was 100 cycles per min. The vertical bar represents 5 mM Hg.

gradients were comparable to the in vivo flow. This was novel tissue culture apparatus that allows endothelial
also the case in the NDIV-BBB where a significant drop differentiation under controlled conditions that closely
from pre- to post-capillary pressure was observed. It is thus mimic the BBB in situ. Both flow and glia influenced
possible that the molecular, physiological and morphologi- endothelial cell differentiation. Future experiments will
cal results obtained in the (N)DIV-BBB are the summation explore the possibility of using transparent hollow fibers to
of the properties of endothelial cells grown during expo- permit intravascular microscopy, as well as more complex
sure to physiologically relevant but variable levels of designs including addition of blood and parenchymal cells
pressure/shear. This constitutes an advantage over (e.g. lymphocytes and microglia or vascular smooth mus-
rotation-based flow devices where uniform pressure ac- cle).
companies shear gradients. However, it appears that flow,
regardless of pressure, is a determinant of endothelial
propensity towards cell division, since in both models A cknowledgements
shear inhibited division and expression of cell cycle related
genes. This work was supported by NIH-2RO1 HL51614, NIH-
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previously impractical or unfeasible cellular manipulations.
For example, we have recently described the effects of
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